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Cracking the Code: A Practical Guide to Getting You Hired is filled with tools, insights and stories to

take charge, re-invent and re-invest in yourself, your career and ultimately your life! Molly offers

practical tools and advice on her proven approach to get you better results from your career,

resume, job search and everything in between.Molly offers her best practice tools from her 15+

years in hiring, recruiting, human resources and career/life coaching.In Cracking the Code you will

learn:â€¢How to get clarity on who you are and what you want.â€¢How to build your resume so it

reflects who you are and what you want.â€¢The 4 ways people get hired and what you can

do.â€¢Best practices for interviewing, salary negotiations and offers.â€¢Why it sometimes isnâ€™t

about finding a new job!
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What surprised me most was how emotional a read this was. Aside from all the excellent practical

insider tips on resumes and interviews, Mapes explores the deeper issues which can stop us from

having the career we want. I think this book will resonate with so many people! I know it gave me



hope and a new way to move forward with my career search. If you are stuck or frustrated with your

job search, or want to make a career change, this book is a must-read!

If youâ€™ve found yourself looking for a new job and havenâ€™t had any success, this book will

help you â€œcrack the codeâ€• so that you know what employers and looking for and you can get

hired. I love that this book gives you incredibly helpful and practical advice, as well as the ONLY

four ways anyone ever gets hired into any company! Really helpful for job-seekers.

I couldn't have said it better myself! As someone who has re-written resumes for friends and family,

and spent a lot of time interviewing for jobs before realizing I really wanted to be an entrepreneur, I

encourage anyone searching for a job or seeking a career change to read this book and do the

exercises. Cracking the Code details all of the same advice I gathered over years of job searching,

soul searching, and trying to find my purpose, in a practical way that you can easily implement. Do

the work and watch the offers roll in!

This book cracks the code for job seekers who havenâ€™t been successful. Youâ€™ll learn

something about getting hired that you didnâ€™t know before. If youâ€™re looking for a job, pick this

book up. Itâ€™s a short read, but packed with great info.

The initial read was so insightful. I'll utilize the second and third reads to perform the exercises

Mapes suggests to do in finding the right job for me. As someone who returning the workforce after

12 years of being a stay at home mom, Cracking the Code gives me the confidence that the career

search doesn't have to be so overwhelming. I look forward to putting Mapes' advice into practice.

Cracking the Code: A Practical Guide to Getting You Hired is the book I wished existed 20 years

ago when I was in my mid-twenties and had no idea what I wanted to be when I grew up, let alone

where to begin or how to get there. Even though I turned to "experts" for help, most of the guidance

I received was a "once size fits all" approach, which never seemed to completely meet my individual

and unique needs. Now, as a Certified Life Coach who loves helping others understand their true

callings and enjoy deeply fulfilling careers, I couldn't be more thrilled to have this book as a resource

to share with all my clients who are in job/career transitions. While the entire book is worth far more

than the cover price, the final chapter alone -- Sometimes It's Not About Finding a New Job -- is

priceless. It dives deep into the inside-out self discovery process that my former self ... and so many



others ... simply were never introduced to, and that I now know from personal and professional

experience is so critical to connecting with our life work and finding true satisfaction. This guidance,

paired with Molly Mapes' insider's knowledge of today's work environments, makes for a powerful

formula for anyone, of any age, in any industry, wanting to find their "perfect match" job or career.

This book is incredibly helpful, regardless of what sort of position you are seeking. I found her

advice to start with the desired outcome and work your way backwards especially helpful. I am a

professional motivational speaker, and even though it's a different sort of job, there is still an

application process, and Molly's tips were spot on. Regardless of how you seek to earn your money,

you will get good tips from Molly.

Great tools, insights and suggestions for creating a successful job search! I wish I had read this

book years ago ~ I may have found a much more fulfilling position! Great resource on on resume

writing, interviewing, and salary negotiation!
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